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TECHNOLOGY- 
PROGRAM.
More than water chemistry.



Complex processes in the field of municipal / industrial 
wastewater treatment and industrial production processes lead 
to ever greater demands on partners and suppliers. Only the 
selection of the most efficient products based on the current 
application, consulting in relation to application engineering 
and laboratory and operating tests, taking overall conditions 
into consideration, lead to the desired result. Final written 
documentation of the work and the results shows what has 
been achieved. We face these tasks with decades of experience 
in application engineering, marketing and logistics. 
Our cooperation with well-established partners guarantees our 
customers innovation and security.

OUR SERVICE

WATER CHEMISTRY



+ Effective production of the polymer solution
+ Economical use of liquid polymers
+ Fast adjustment of the solution concentration
+ Low energy consumption
+ Extremely space-saving

+ Fully automated polymer dissolving system
+ Solution concentrations from 0.1 to 1.0 % 
+ Active substance that can be produced from 
 powder and liquid polymers
+ Compact space-saving double-deck system
+ High-resolution colour touch panel
+ High-performance mixer, adapted to the 
 respective application 
+ Dissolving and dosage containers are PP, all 
 other parts of the plant are manufactured in 
 V4A stainless steel 

+ Effective production of the polymer solution
+ Economical use of liquid polymers
+ Fast adjustment of the solution concentration
+ Low energy consumption
+ Compact design

+ Inline motor mixer
+ Optimal integration as a module in the sludge line
+ Can be installed vertically and horizontally
+ Has a 25 bar mechanical seal
+ Execution in PN16 and PN25
+ Motor is explosion-proof
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Contact

Christoph Levermann
T +49 172 9677025

c.levermann@hammchemie.de 

Peter Rzechula
T +49 170 6361608

p.rzechula@wocklum.de

Heiko Völker
T +49 151 27630532

h.voelker@mvk-chemie.de

FIT FOR THE FUTURE
WE HAVE MANY PLANS


